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1. I~XTRODUCTI~N 
Let X be a quasi-projective variety over the algebraically closed field k. By 
a quasi-symmetric power of X we mean a variety isomorphic to a quotient of 
a power X” of X by the action of a subgroup G of the symmetric group Z(n), 
the latter acting on X” by permuting the factors. The most familiar examples 
of quasi-symmetric powers are the symmetric powers X@) = X”/Z(n}. 
Our main purpose however is to compute the Picard scheme of a quasi- 
symmetric power of the normal projective variety X. We show, for example, 
that the Picard scheme Pic(X(n)/k) of the nth symmetric power of X(n > 1) is 
isomorphic to the product of the Picard scheme of X and the Neron-Severi 
group of the Albanese variety of X. We settle, in passing, the question raised 
at the end of [l] as to whether Hi(X(“), Ox{,,) is isomorphic to H1(X, 0,) for 
all n and in all characteristics. It is! 
I have to admit that the proof of [l, Lemma 6.11 is wrong-catastrophically 
so-but the lemma itself is correct and a proof is given here (Proposition 3.4), 
using results of Nishi and Oda on abelian varieties 171. All the real difficulty is 
in the case of characteristic 2, naturally. I wish to thank ‘I’. Oda and P. Norman 
for their help in getting me back on the true path. 
As a matter of notation, Pit(X) = HI(X, Ox*) is the Picard group, of X, 
whereas Pic(X/k) is the Picard scheme of X, so that Pit(X) is the group of closed 
points of Pic(X/k). 
2. QUASI-SYMMBTRIC POWERS 
Let X be a quasi-projective variety over the algebraically closed field k and 
let X” = X X ..* x X (n factors). Let the symmetric group Z(n) of degree n 
act on Xn by permuting the factors. If G is a subgroup of Z(n), we let X(n, G), 
or simply X(G), denote the quotient variety and &: X” -+ X(G) the quotient 
map. If G = L‘(n), we will often write X(@ for X(G). 
For the rest of this section we shall assume that G is a transitive subgroup 
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of Z(n). Let HI be the subgroup of G leaving the first factor of Xn fixed, and 
let X,(G) = Xn/H, . X,(G) is canonically isomorphic to X x (Xn-l/Hl) and 
there is a unique map &: X,(G) -+ X(G) such that z& = & , where 
7: X* --f X,(G) is the quotient map. Let p,: X,(G) -+ X be the first projection 
and let 2, be the reduced image of the map (pr , h): X,(G) --f X X, X(G). 
If (x1 )...) x,) is a closed point of X@, let us denote by <x1 ,..., x JG (resp., 
<Xl ,-‘*> xJflz) its image in X<G) (resp., X (G}). Then closed points of X,(G) 
are pairs (x, <x2,-., x,IH1). (pl, A> sends (x, <x2,..., xn)$ to (3, <xl, x2,..., x >d. 
ff (pl , +4)(x1 ,<x2 ,..., x hJ = (pl , Mxl’<x2’,..., x IN), then xl = x1’ and 
Xl ,***> x,) = (Xl',..., xn’>(S for some u E G. 
Let U be the open set in X”, where #c is etale. Then $H1 is also etale on U 
and +r is etale on &J V). Hence (pr , #r) regarded as a map X,(G) -+ 2, is 
etale on +H1(U). But (xr ,..., x ) E lJ whenever the xi are distinct, and we must 
have CT E HI for such points, so that (p, , #r) is injective on points of $H1(U). 
Thus (pr , #r) is birational. Since it is also finite, itfollows directly that if X is 
normal, then X,(G) is the normalization f2, . 
Note that if G = Z(n), then (p, , #r): X,<G) -j 2, is bijective, since, in the 
above situation, we can replace (r with TC, where 7 is the transposition (lc+(l)), 
and TUEH~. Since G must contain all transpositions (1s) for (p, , &) to be 
bijective, itfollows that (p, , #r) is bijective if and only if G = Z(n). In this 
case, 2, is the classical incidence correspondence for the algebraic system of 
zero-cycles of degree n on X parametrized by Xl*). 
We note also that 4x is a separable map of degree n, i.e., [k(Xr(G)) : 
k(X{G))] = n. 
We want next to construct closed immersions X + X(G). Fix n - 1 distinct 
closed simple points x1 ,..., x -r on X. Let i: X-+X” be the canonical map of 
X onto X x {xJ X .-+ x {x4 and let 4tzl ,..., sma-l) = $2. Then AZ ,,..., z$4 = 
xx, Xl ,..‘, xn-lh . 
PROPOSITION 2.1. $(zl,...,g-,) is a closed immersion. 
Proof. Set + = hl....,~~n-l) y and let Y be the reduced image of 4 in X(G). 
Note that it suffices toprove the proposition when G = Z(n), for if && is a 
closed immersion, so is &i. Note also that 4 is a bijective map of X onto Y. 
Since & is etale on i(X - {x1 ,..., x --J), 4 induces an isomorphism of 
x - (Xl )...) xm-r} onto an open subscheme U of Y. If X,, is the open set of 
simple points of X, we can replace X with X,, , since xi E X0 , 1 d i G n - 1, 
and assume X is smooth. The proposition follows then if we show that Y is 
smooth. For this, it clearly suffices toshow that Y is smooth at each of the 
points yi = <xi , x, ,..., x+r>. If d = dim X, let K[[(m, d)]] be the ring of 
multisymmetric power series in m sets of d variables (cf. [I, Sect. 21). Then by 
[l, Proposition 2.21, the completion ox(n),B, of OX(n),yi is isomorphic to 
B @, k[[(2, 411 C B[Cu, >...> ~a, v, >..-, 41, 
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where ui ,..., ud, vl ,,.., tid are independent variables, and B = [[( 1, d)]] @ 1.. 
@ K[[(l, d)]] (n - 2 factors). Th en if lVi is the maximal ideal of 3, we have 
Thus %,s, = Mu, 9...> udl. Q.E,D. 
Remark. In a sense, the formal structure of the varieties X(G), at least in 
the case where X is smooth, is independent of the characteristic of k. This 
can be seen as follows. Let R be a ring and let E be a free R-module of finite 
type, By a linear permutation representation, ver R, of the group G in E, we 
mean a homomorphism p: G -+ CL(E) such that there is a free basis of E with 
respect o which p(u) is a permutation matrix for all CJ E G. Clearly this is equiva- 
lent to saying that E is a direct sum of G-madules of ,the form A @)R(H) R(G), 
for suitable subgroups H of G, R being the trivial H-module. (R(G) (resp., 
R(H)) denotes the group ring of G (resp., N) over R). Then one has 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let p: G+ GL(E) be a linear permutation y~~esent~t~ 
of the J’inite group G over the ring R, and let S’(E) be the symmetric algebra of E 
over R, “Sheen S’(E)G OR R’ = (S‘(E) OR R’)G for any R-algebra R’. 
Prooj. Clearly, Sri(p): G -+ GL(S%(E)) is a linear permutation representation 
of G, for all n. It suffices then to show that if N is a subgroup of G, then 
(R OR(X) R(G))’ OR R’ = CR’ OR(H) R’(G))‘. 
If Hi ,...) H, is the set of right cosets of H in G, then Hi ,..., H form a free 
basis of R BRcH) R(G) as R- module. If f = z rJ$, lies in this module, then if f 
is G-invariant, we must have ri = Y,~ for all i, j. Hence f = P(L’H~), P E R, i.e., 
(R OR(*) R(G))G = R(zH,) and the proposition follows directly. 
If s’(E) denotes the ring of formal power series over E with coefficients in R, 
then S’(E) is a dense subring of g(E) and f$E)G is the closure of S’(E)G in 
the E . S(E)-adic topology. Hence, for any R-algebra R’, we have S(l?)o @ R’ = 
(S(E) @ R’IG. 
3. CALCULATION OF THE PICARD SCHEME 
Let 4: Y -+ V be a finite map of schemes. By a norm from Y to V we mean 
a multiplicative map N: &O, + 0, such that N(1) = 1 and for all open U 
in V, the induced map No: H”(QIU, 0,) -+ HO(U, 0,) takes non-zero-divisors 
to non-zero-divisors. That Nt,, takes units to units follows from the assumption 
N(l) = 1. 
Let Y be a quasi-projective scheme over the field K and let G be a finite 
group acting on Y over k. Let V A Y/G. If H is a subgroup af G, let Z = Y/H 
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and let 4: Z--r V be the canonical map. We define a norm N from Z to V as 
follows. It suffices to define N when Y is affine (then Z and V will also be affine) 
and show that the definition is compatible with patching. Say Y = Spec R, 
so that Z = Spec RH and V = Spec RG. Fix a set S of right coset representatives 
of H in G. If f E RH, set N(f) = nsp. Clearly N(f) is independent of the 
choice of S, this definition is compatible with patching and defines a norm. 
If W is a K-scheme, then G acts on Y x W and (Y x W)/G (resp., 
(Y x W)/H) exists and is canonically isomorphic to V x W (resp., Z x W). 
We get a norm NW from Z x W to V x W, and if 7: W-+ Spec(Fz) is the 
structure map, then N&l, x q)* = (lV x T)* N, i.e., the N’s are compatible 
with base extension. In particular, N defines a homomorphism of presheaves 
N: -G,, -+ &&&(T) = H”(S x T, O,*,,)), and hence for each W, a homo- 
morphism of groups NW,: Pic(Z x W) --f Pic( V x W). 
If L is a line bundle on Z choose an open cover (U,) of V such that the open 
cover (@‘VU) splits L, and a I-cocycle (yEa) on (d-‘U,) defining L. Then the 
cocyle (Nq,J on (U,) defines a line bundle N(L) on V and N.+ (class of L) = 
class of N(L). If .& (resp., K,) is the associated sheaf of the presheaf of total 
quotient rings on Z (resp., V), setting N(f/g) = N(f)/N(g) extends N to a 
multiplicative map from && to &, . If D is Cartier divisor on Z, we let N(D) 
be the Cartier divisor on V defined by the norms of local equations of D. If 
L(D) is the line bundle defined by D, then N(L(D)) rL(N(D)). Moreover if 
(G : H) = n and if Lo is a line bundle on W, let Lo’ (resp., L@ be the pullback 
of Lo to Z x W (resp., V x W). Then N&Lo’) M (L[)n. Thus the NW define 
a homomorphism of presheaves N,: p;C(Z,%) ---f Pic( V/k). 
Now take Y = Xn, V = X(G), Z = X,(G) in%e above, and let p = N,p,*, 
where p,: X,(G) +X is the projection. Assume X is projective. (Then so are 
X(G), X,(G), etc.) Then /3 is a homomorphism from Pic(X[Fz) to Pic(X(G)/k). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. ker j3 is triuial. 
Proof. Fix n - 1 distinct-closed simple points x, ,..., x,-~ on X and let 
d = 4(x1 >..., x,-J. It suffices to show that +*p: Pic(X/K) -+Pic(X/k) is the 
identity and for this it is enough to show that if K.[E] = K[t]/(t”), Xye] = 
X x Spec K[E], etc., then the endomorphism of Pic(qc]) induced by 4”/3’ is 
the identity (compare [l, Sect. 21). But every Cartier divisor on X[e] is the 
difference of two ample Cartier divisors. Thus we need only show that if D is 
an ample Cartier divisior on X[c] not containing any of the points x1 ,..., x,-~ , 
then 
where & = 4 x Ir[6~ , etc. Set X0 = X - {x1 ,..., xn-S, W = X x X<G) X,(G), 
W, = X0 xxcG) X,(G), and let p (resp., qo) be the projection of W (resp., W,) 
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on X (resp., X0). Then we have a commutative diagram in which all squares 
are Cartesian: 
where 77 = (Q, (p, , #r) 4’) (pr: X,(G) -+ X is omitted in the diagram). Since 
& is etale over points of $X,, , it follows easily that 4s is etale. Since i is an open 
immersion, z& = $9 is etale, and hence T-regarded as a map onto 
$“;;:2?( X X) (see Sect. 2)-is etale. 
’ x,‘& ) is a closed point of W, , then &q,(y) = z&‘;‘(y). 
But q%&,( y;= zz,:.., x7,,‘>‘G , and &q5’i’(y) = (x, x I ,..., ~ -~>c . Hence there is a 
o E G with (x1’ ,.,., x~‘)O = (x, x, ,..., x -~). Also, q?(y) = (x, x,‘, (x, x, ,..., x -r)o), 
which, via the identification n the diagram is (x, x1’). Thus either x1’ = x or 
x1’ E (x1 ,..., x -J. Thus if A is the diagonal in X x X, 7 maps W, isomor- 
phically onto the closed subscheme W,,’ = (A n (X0 x X)) u (X,, x {xl>) u ..’ 
u (X, x (Xn-1)) of x, x x. 
If D’ is the pullback of D to WO+], then D’ is supported on the component 
A,=An(X, x 37). tJ16 is etale along W,‘[e]-regarded as a locally closed 
subscheme of X1(G)[~]. H ence &$(N,(pzD)) n W,‘[c] = D’ + E, where E 
is a divisor supported on ui X0 x (xi). Hence iV,(p;:D) n &Xo[~] can be 
identified via C$ with the projection of D’, i.e., with D. Q.lG2.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. dj?: fP(X, 0,) -+ P(X(G), OX(G)) is injective. 
Proof. H1 is the kernel of the homomorphism of Picard groups induced by 
the augmentation K[E] -+ K. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. &*: Hl(X(G), Ox<,,) -+ H1(Xn, Ox,)G is injective. 
Proof. There is a commutative diagram (compare [I, 31). 
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HYX(G>, OX<G>) 
0 -+ H1(G, HO(X*, Ox,)) --f Hl(X”, G, O,,J -+ hl(XR, OxJG, 
where Hr(X’“, G, Ox,) is the 1st equivariant cohomology group, and Zr(G, Or,) 
is the associated sheaf of the presheaf U-+ HI(G, HO(&lU, Ox,)) on X(G). 
Since ker &* = ker u, we show u is injective. HO(X”, Ox,) 7 k so the group 
on the left is HI(G, k). Since CJ%~ is totally ramified at j diagonal points 
w = (x, x,..., x)~ E X(G), it follows that if A = (&*Ox~)W , then A is a local 
ring, and as G-module, A = k + M, where M is the maximal ideal of A. If 
h,: HO(X(G), fl(G, O,,)) --+ H1(G, A) = &‘r(G, Ox,), is the stalk map, then 
h,u takes H1(G, k) isomorphically onto the direct summand H1(G, k) of 
Hl(G, A). Thus h ,u is injective sou is injective. 
COROLLARY 3.4. G being transitive, &* is an isomovphism ofHl(X(G), Ox,,>) 
onto HI(XR, OX7p, 
Proof. By the Kunneth formula, HI(X”, 0,) M HI(X, 0,)” and G acts 
by permuting transitively the summands. Thus H1(Xm, Oxn)G is the diagonal 
subgroup and the corollary follows from Corollary 3.2 and Proposition 3.3. 
It follows from Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.4 that ,8 maps Pic(X/k) onto 
an open subgroup scheme of Pic(X(G)jk). 
We want now to calculate the group Pic(X{G)). We work with pointed 
varieties. If X is a normal projective variety over k we frx a closed point x0 , 
of X, called the base point. Then (x0 ,..., x0) is a base point on X” and 
+G(XO >*-.> x0) is a base point on X(G). Recall then that we have 
i 
Isomorphism classes ,of line bundles 
Pic(X/k)(S) = L on X x S such that L/(x,,} x S . 
is trivial 
According to the theorem of the cube (cf. [5]), every line bundle on Xn is 
isomorphic to a line bundle of the form 
0 p,lL, @ @ P$Lij ) (“) 
lQ@ lQi<gn 
where p, (resp., p,J is the projection on the ith factor (resp., product of the 
ith and jth factors), where Li (resp., L $) is a line bundle on X (resp., X x X), 
and where Lij j (x0) x X and L, 1 X x {x0> are trivial. The Li and Li, are 
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determined up to isomorphism by L. Isomorphism classes ofline bundles -44 
on X x X with M 1 (x0) x X and M 1 X x (x0) are called divisorial corre- 
spondence classes on X. 
If M represents a divisor&l correspondence class on X, there is a unique 
map z,!J,~~: X -+Pico(X[k) such that M M (lr x $M)-l P, where P is the Poincare 
bundle on X x PicO(X/k), and $&x0) = 0 is the identity on PicO(X[k). If A(X) 
(resp., P(x>) denotes the Albanese variety (resp., the Picard variety Pic”(X/k),,d) 
of X, then there is a canonical isomorphism 
Pic(X”) 2 Pic(X)n x Horn@(X), P(X))122, 
where na denotes the set of 2-element subsets of n. To describe Pic(X”)“, we 
assume G is transitive and let Br ,..., B be the orbits of G in n, . Choose mi E Bi 
and let H, be the stabilizer ofm, in G, Let Hom(A(X), P(x)), be the factor 
of Pic(X*) corresponding tomi . Then 
Pic(X”)’ M Pie(X) X fi Hom(A(X), P(X))yi. 
i-1 
LEMMA 3.5. $,*: Pic(X(G)) +Pic(Xn)G is Cnje&e. 
Proof. This is entirely analogous to the proof of Proposition 3.3. One 
replaces Urn with 02, and Or,,, with OzCG) . In the notation of that proof 
A*=k*x(l+M) and W’(G, HO(X”, OS,)) = EF(G, k*) maps bijectively 
onto the factor H1(G, k*) of ZS(G, A*). We omit the details. 
It is harder to prove that +G* is surjective. This is the assertion of [lt 
Lemma 6.11 when G = .& . 
PROPOSITION 3.6. +G*: Pic(X(G>) -+ PACT k surjectiue, i.e., if L is a 
G-iwaviant line bundle on Xn, then thee is a line bundle M on X(G) with 
L w &‘M. 
Proof. If L is a G-invariant line bundle on X*, then in the decomposition (*), 
we must have L 1: w Lj for all i, j, so we may replace p?‘Li with (&LIP, where 
a, = 1, 02 )‘..) ox is a set of right coset representatives of the stabilizer EI; of 
the first factor, in G with q(l) = i. If (q,,) is a l-cocycle defining p;%, with 
respect o a cover of X” by G-stable open sets U, , then (npzl 72;) is a 1-cocycle 
on the open cover ($cU,) of X<G> defining a line bundle M on X(G) with 
4ClM m OlSi<n PFILi w OlCi<* (PT%P- 
It remains to show that the second factor, @I<idjg,p;lLi also descends to 
X<G). But for this it suffices toshow that each of the factors 
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descends. Note however that if (Y, s}, (p, q} E Bi then L,, w L,, since G acts 
transitively on B, . Thus if m, = (Y ,, , s,,j and Si is a set of right coset repre- 
sentatives of Hi in G, then 
There are now two cases. 
Case 1. Hi operates trivially on mi . If (CJ is a I-cocyle defining 
Lo = P&L,, with respect to a G-stable open cover of (V,) of X”, then 
(l-Is, [$J defines a line bundle iVi on X(G) with &lNi M Bei p;iLrS . 
Case 2. Hi operates nontrivially on mi . L, is invariant under the action 
of Hi . We show that L, is defined by an Hz-invariant cocycle (fas). Then we 
can proceed as in Case 1. Thus the key step is the following. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let G = Z(2) ac on X x X by switching the factors and let Lt 
be a G-invariant line bundle on X x X such that L 1 {x0> x X and L 1 X x (x0) 
are trivial. Then L descends to Xc2), i.e., there is a line bundle M on Xc2) with 
L R3 &lM. 
Proof. We first reduce to the case where X is an abelian variety. Let 
01: X+ A(X) be the canonical map (o~(x,J = 0). Then we have a commutative 
diagram 
xxx iyxor >A(X) x A(X) 
k 1 1 dG’ 
X(2' y l A(X)c2’, 
where y is the map given by the quotient structure (G acts on A(X) x A(X) by 
switching factors and u x 01 is a G-map. Let L’ be a line bundle on A(X) x A(X) 
corresponding to L via the canonical isomorphism Hom(A(X), P(X)) q 
Hom(A(X), AG). (If Y is an abelian variety, Y = P(Y) is the dual abelian 
variety.) Then by [4, Theorem 2, p. 1551, (a X a)-‘L’ m L. Since L is G-invar- 
iant, so is L’. If the lemma holds for abelian varieties, then there is a line bundle 
M’ on A(X)@) with L’ m &?M’, so we can take M = +M’. 
For the rest of the proof we assume that X is an abelian variety and x,, = 0. 
Let i: X-t X be the Cartier isomorphism. We recall the definition of i. If 
P is the Poincare bundle on X x X, there is a unique homomorphism i: X---f X 
such that P = (i x 1)-l P, where p is the Poincare bundle on 8 x X. Let c 
be the switch map. If 4 E Hom(X, X), let @ be the image of (T by the endomor- 
phism of Hom(X, 8) induced by o. If 4 corresponds to the line bundle M on 
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X x X then fl corresponds to Ma. Let 4: 8--+X be the dual of 4, viz., 
+ = PicO($). Then the diagram 
commutes. We see this by showing that if x E X is a closed point then 
95”(x) = $i(x). But 
i(x) = (class of P / (x) X 2) E.2, 
and 
&(x) = (class of $-l(P ) {z> X 2)) EX. 
On the other hand, if M corresponds to +, then 
@(x) = (class of A4 1 (x) x X) EX, 
where $(cc) = (class of M j X x {x}). But M w (lx x (b)” P and M j {x> x Xw 
(11,) x $)-I (P ( {x) x X) w $-‘(P / (x) x X). Thus, if we identify Hom(X, X) 
with Horn@, X) via i, then #J = d;. 
Let p: X x X+X be the group map. The canonical homomorphism 
/l: Pit(X) -+ Hom(X, 8) is defined by n(N) = 11;lN x p;‘N-l x &N-l for 
any line bundle N on X. A result of Nishi and Oda [7], says that + E im /l if 
and only if #I = 6, ’ i.e., 4 = +. But &N-r x p;‘N-l descends to X@) by the 
argument given above. On the other hand, since k is commutative, there is a 
commutative diagram 
and so P-IN = &~v-~N, i.e., p-lN descends to X(“) also. C2.E.D” 
Remarks. The last lemma is rather surprising in view of the fact that if Z 
is a quasi-projective scheme and G is a finite group acting on Z, G-invariant 
line bundles on 2 do not usually descend to Z/G (for examples, see [6]). It is 
also surprising because of the following situation. If char h = 2 and X is an 
elliptic curve, then the diagonal ‘divisor D on X x Xis invariant under switching 
but does not descend to Xc2). This is because, as is well known, (cf. [8]) if D, 
is the diagonal on Xt2), then the map D -+ D, induced by & is purely inseparable. 
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In fact 20 = &lD,, . In general, it is easily seen in char - 2 that if M is a line 
bundle on X@) and d C X x X is the diagonal, then &‘M 1 A lies in 2 Pit(d). 
Thus, if Q = ker(Pic(X x X) + Pit(d)) thenPic(X x X)G CQ + 2 Pic(X x X). 
An easy proof of the lemma in char # 2 runs as follows. Let L be an invariant 
line bundle on X x X. We may normalize the isomorphism h: L +LO by 
requiring that on d, X is the identity. Let D be a Cartier divisior on X x X 
with L = L(D). Then Da = D + (f) f or some rational function f on X X X, 
and D = D0 + (f3 so D = D + (f) + (fo), i.e., J” E k*, and we may assume 
ff” = 1. By Hilbert’s Theorem 90, it follows that f = go/g for some rational 
functiong and (D - (g))” = D + (f) - (g”) = D - (g). (Compare [6, Sect. 2, 
Proposition I]) so we may assume D invariant. Ifd, is the diagonal of X@), 
then +o is etale on X(s) - d, and an easy argument allows us to descend D at 
points of X x X - A. If x E A and f2 is a local equation of D at x, then by the 
normalization of h, fJfzu = 1 (mod Mz), i.e., G acts trivially on fzO,/fzMz . 
But since char k # 2, there is an invariant fi’ E f#O, with fi’ s fg (mod fiMz). 
far is also a local equation of D at z and so D descends here too. 
We can now give our main result. Let Bi ,..., Bh be the orbits of G in na , 
G being a transitive subgroup of Z(n). Choose m, E Bi and let Hi be the stabilizer 
in G of the factor C(XJi (W Hom(A(X), P(X)) of Pic(Xn) corresponding to 
m,, 1 <i<h. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let X be a normal projective ariety and let G be a transitive 
subgroup of Z(n). Then 
Pic(X(G)/k) w Pic(X/k) x fi C(X)?, 
i=l 
and ,$ maps Pic(X/k) onto the Jirst factor. 
Proof. Everything but the last assertion has already been proved. Clearly it 
suffices tocheck this for closed points. Let N be the norm from X,(G) to X(G) 
and H the stabilizer in G of the first factor of X”. As we have seen, closed 
points of the first factor correspond to line bundles on X(G) of the form 
@y=, (&‘p$Ll~, where pi: X,(G) --+ X is the projection, Ll is a line bundle 
on X, and o1 ,..., a is a set of right coset representatives of H in G. But 
N(P,%) = Ok h&il~;%). 
Some easy calculations yield the following typical results for various sub- 
groups G of E(n). 
G Pic(X(G)/k# Pic(X/k) 
w4 -.- NS(A(X)), 72 > 1, 
A(n) --- NS(A(X)), n > 3, 
Z(n) .** 
I 
n odd, >l, 
n even, >2. 
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A(n) = alternating group of degree n, Z(n) = cyclic group generated by 
the cycle (12,..., n), NS denotes the Neron-Severi group and C(X) = 
H0n-44X)~ w3>- 
If G is intransitive, let A, ,..., A, be the orbits of G in n. Write H1(X”, Or,) = 
n:=, H1(X, Or)+. If Hr(X, O,)i denotes the diagonal in EF(X, Ox)Ai then 
H1(Xn, O,,)G = I& N1(X, O,)i. In the notation of Theorem 3.8, set 
E = n, Hom(A(X), P(X))?. Write Pic(XT1) = ni Pic(X x El , where .T& 
is a free Z-module. If Pie(X), is the diagonal in Pic(X)Ag, then Pic(Xn)G = 
Tl[iPic(X)i x E. The proof that the map Pic(X(G)) -+ Pic(XR)G is bijective 
is the same as in Section 3. Thus 
(i) Pic(X(G)) % ni Pit(X), x E. 
Next let Gi be the image of G in 2(A,) and let v be the canonical map 
X(G) * ni X(Gi) = X(Gl X *.. x GE). We have then a commutative 
diagram 
QG ’ J 
X(G) 
LGIX...XCL 
X(G, x ‘-* x G.). 
Hl(X(G, x ... x G, , OxCc,x...XGz,) r JJi Hr(X, O,)i , via Corollary 3.4, and 
&* therefore maps F(X(G), O,,,,) bijectively onto the same group since 
&* is injective by Proposition 3.3, and Hl(X”, O,,)G = F(X*, OXn)G++‘XG~. 
Pic(X{G, x *es x G,)/k) w ni Pic(X/k), x Ez , where E2 is a free Z-module, 
and l’J induces an isomorphism of the factor na Pic(X/k), with an open sub- 
group scheme Q of Pic(X(G)/k). The closed points of Q clearly lie in the factor 
ni Pit(X), of Pic(X(G)). Thus 
(ii) Pic(X(G)/k) m ni Pic(X/k), x E. 
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